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In 2012, TRAID is committing £400,000 to support projects fighting exploitation and poverty
in the textile supply chain. These can be projects
concerning any part of the chain, from growing
cotton and dyeing thread, to the rights of workers making clothes for the UK’s biggest retailers. We launched our annual funding round
on January 30th at BOND, the umbrella group
representing UK non-government organisations
working across international development.

Angela Russ, TRAID’s International Development Manager said, “We invited applicants to
submit initial concept notes and are now in the
process of selecting our partnerships for 2012.
We look forward to announcing our partners,
and working together to overcome inequality,
exploitation and environmental degradation
in the textile supply chain.”

The funds TRAID has donated in previous
years have improved the working conditions
of over 470,000 textile workers, saved children
from bonded and forced labour, opened up
new markets to thousands of garment homeworkers, supported cotton farmers in West
and East Africa to grow without using pesticides, and financed the development of ecofriendly textile production processes. All this
from TRAID’s work to collect, reuse and resell
unwanted clothes.
To find out more visit www.traid.org.uk

TRAID Tailors Green Education
for Brent Schoolchildren
TRAID has teamed up with Brent Council to
deliver in-depth environmental education for
schools to promote textile recycling, reuse
and waste.
We have begun work with Brent schools offering high quality, challenging and interactive
assemblies, workshops and special projects to
help pupils learn more about reuse and recycling.
The focus will be on textile waste including the
life cycle of clothes, school uniforms and fashion.
The programme launched at St Joseph’s Primary
School, with projects also planned in Malorees
Infant School, Preston Park Primary School and
Alperton Secondary School with more schools
added throughout the year. In 2012, TRAID will
run 20 primary school assemblies and workshops, two hand-sewing events, eight secondary
school workshops and an on-going project with
a secondary school.

Sew Good
Studio
Opens

Councillor Mary Arnold, Brent Council’s Lead
Member for Children and Families, said: “Brent
Council is committed to encouraging recycling
and the reuse of materials and goods. This
excellent project will help more of our schoolchildren to understand how clothes, fashion and
goods are produced and how they can be made
more sustainably.”
Mike Webster, National Recycling Manager at
TRAID, added: “Brent residents regularly donate
their unwanted textiles at our charity textile
banks. Providing in-depth free waste education
programme to schools in the borough is a
great way for the charity to return some of
that benefit.”
If you are interested in finding out more about
TRAID’s education programme and how we can
work in your borough, please contact TRAID’s
Head of Education Lyla Patel on 020 8733 2591.

Lyla Patel, TRAID’s Head of Education, said:
“Schools are a vital space where children and
young people can engage in sustainable practices like reuse and recycling, which in many
cases they bring home to their families as part
of a positive learning cycle. It’s great that we can
support local schools, teachers and students in
Brent to keep sustainability where it should be,
high on the curriculum.”

Sew Good Studio Photo: © TRAID

Whether you want to learn the basics or develop
your textile skills further, the Sew Good Studio
has a range of specialist courses to suit everyone. We’ve harnessed the huge interest in our
free monthly taster sessions (which we’ll still be
running) offering specialist courses to develop
your skills further and learn to make garments
from scratch.
The studio works exclusively with unwanted,
damaged and unloved textiles and clothing to
give them a new lease of life.

Lyla Patel, TRAID’s Head of Education said,
“Many people love fashion but have very little
knowledge about the impact of the fashion
industry on people’s lives and the environment.
We’ll be running practical courses throughout
the year, all with a focus on sustainable fashion,
reducing textile waste and repurposing clothing.
The Sew Good Studio is staffed by a wonderful
team of TRAID educators and partner organisations sharing their expertise and skills with
course participants covering everything from
basic sewing skills, mending and alterations,
creative adjustments, dress making and customisation master classes run by TRAIDremade.

Classes include Love Your Sewing Machine,
Creative Alterations, Make a Peter Pan Collar,
TRAIDremade Master Classes, Make an Envelope Cushion, Make a Skirt into a T-shirt and an
Introduction to Up-cycling.
Classes start from £30. All the profits are used
to support TRAID’s charitable work across education and international development. To book
a place, for a course timetable or to register
your interest, please contact TRAID’s Head
of Education Lyla Patel at lyla@traid.org.uk /
020 8733 2591. Or, download a timetable online
at www.traid.org.uk/news.html

Community Sew Back
Offenders in Haringey are learning sewing
skills with environmental charity TRAID and
creating beautiful shoe and tote bags for the
charity to resell in their London stores.

Offenders who take part in the workshop have to
fulfil at least 60 hours, and they work with damaged and unwanted textiles donated to TRAID at
its network of textile banks.

The group are attending regular workshops
with TRAID in the London Borough of Haringey
as part of Community Payback – a probation
services scheme which gets people to give
something positive back to their communities.
Community Payback projects range from litter
picking, repairing parks and communal areas,
to activities like this one supporting local charities and services.

Emma Allen at TRAID leads the weekly Textile Workshops and said, “Teaching sewing
techniques to create products we can resell in
TRAID charity shops is a brilliant way to give
something meaningful back. We are teaching
new and sometimes intricate skills to make shop
quality products and this instils both pride and
confidence in offenders that can make a positive
difference to their lives.”

The products created as part of the scheme by
offenders are on sale at TRAID’s flagship store
in Camden, 154 Camden High Street, London,
NW1 0NE.

Slough Residents Spring
Clean their Wardrobes

TRAID
Goes East

TRAID is calling on Slough residents to
spring clean their wardrobes and donate their
unwanted clothes at local TRAID textile banks
for good.

All the profits raised support international
development projects in some of the world’s
poorest communities and sustainable education
in the UK.

The charity is working in partnership with
Slough Borough Council placing a network
of textile recycling banks across the region to
divert unwanted clothes from landfill reducing
waste, our carbon footprint and consumption.

TRAID’s National Recycling Manager Mike
Webster said, “Too many clothes which could
be worn again end up in landfill so we are
delighted to have teamed up with Slough Borough Council to increase clothes recycling rates,

We are thrilled to reveal that TRAID is opening a new charity shop in the heart of Dalston
in East London. TRAID Dalston (sounds good
doesn’t it?!) will be packed with the best in hand
sorted second hand clothing, vintage, shoes
and accessories, plus home ware, books, music
and linen.

protect the environment and raise funds for
good causes at the same time. We hope Slough
residents will clear their wardrobes, donate to
TRAID textile banks and support our work.”

TRAID’s Commercial Director Enedina Columbano said, “We’ve looked for the right shop in
Dalston for a long time, and we’ve finally found
it! With over 2,200 square feet of retail space,
we plan to create an Emporium of sustainably
sourced goods at affordable prices, providing
a genuine alternative to the high street and we

TRAID Roll Out
Private Collections
TRAID has partnered with the Royal Borough
of Kensington and Chelsea offering over 30,000
local households the opportunity to book a
free collection service picking up donations
of unwanted clothes, shoes and accessories, plus
linen, books and music direct from your door.
TRAID’s charity collections in the borough
take place every Saturday, and households
are asked to give their donations directly
to TRAID’s driver.

Mike Webster, TRAID’s National Recycling
Development Manager said, “TRAID is delighted
to partner with the council to offer households a
way to donate their unwanted clothing directly
to charity, at a time that suits them. As well as
protecting your donations, scheduling a pick up
is great for busy people and families, and helpful
for those who may find it difficult to carry their
donations to our charity shops or textile banks.”

Households in the Royal Borough of Kensington
and Chelsea can book a collection online at
www.rbkc.gov.uk/traid or can book by phone
on 020 8733 2580 (select Option 1).
Due to the high demand for this service, TRAID
will be rolling out scheduled pickups of your
charity donations across London. If you live in
London, and would like to find out if we can collect from you, contact 020 8733 2580.

Spirita Wear
Poverty Out
TRAID has partnered with Spirita Housing
Association placing new textile bank facilities
enabling residents to reduce textile waste and
carbon emissions, while raising urgently needed
funds to fight poverty worldwide.
Mike Webster, TRAID’s National Recycling
Manager said, “TRAID is delighted to partner
with Spirita to offer their residents a way to
reuse their unwanted textiles easily. As well as
raising funds to support international development projects, textile reuse shrinks landfill, our
carbon footprint and consumption. The more
unwanted clothing TRAID collects in the UK,
the more we can do.”

Tom Forster, Community Involvement Assistant
for Spirita said, “We’re delighted to be working
with TRAID enabling our residents to reduce
textile waste, and support great causes, and it
really couldn’t be easier. Add to this the exciting
workshops TRAID offered to deliver in the area,
where our residents can work with designers
to breathe new life into their old clothes, it’s a
partnership that can really benefit everybody.”
If you are interested in hosting a textile bank,
please get in touch with TRAID’s National
Recycling Manager Mike Webster on
020 8733 2584.

anticipate it will become a destination charity
shop for the local community and beyond.”
The majority of TRAID’s stock is donated by you,
the great UK public, at our network of textile
banks and over the counter in our charity shops.
These donations enable us to fund international
development projects in some of the world’s poorest communities. Current projects are focussed
on improving lives and livelihoods in the textile
industry including preventing child labour in
spinning mills in South India, enabling farmers
to grow cotton without using dangerous pesticides in Benin and supporting women to establish their own small textile businesses in Delhi.

In the UK, TRAID’s textile collection and
charity retail work also benefits the environment by diverting textile from landfill, reducing
waste and shrinking our carbon footprint.
TRAID Dalston will be open soon after
refurbishment, and is located at 106 – 108
Kingsland High Road, London, E8 2NS.
We will keep you posted.

Artist Creates Installation
in TRAID Brixton
Local resident, artist and designer Stephen
Keefe created a stunning window installation for
TRAID at our Brixton store. Stephen cast plaster
hexagons linked together to form ‘clouds’ and
used key words to highlight the negative impact
of unwanted clothing and the positive solutions
that TRAID deliver through our charity shops
and textile banks to minimise textile waste.

Rodrigo Flores, Shop Manager at TRAID Brixton said, “The installation was up for nearly a
month and it intrigued and interested both our
regular customers and people who were just
passing by. Feedback was really positive and
we’d like to thank Stephen for donating his time
and creativity to TRAID.”

Your Donations,
On the Shop Floor

TRAID has just shot our Spring / Summer
2012 fashion shoot showcasing the best in
second hand and vintage clothes, shoes and
accessories all donated by you. Your donations
and purchases help TRAID to raise urgently
needed funds to fight global poverty. You can
donate over the counter at a TRAID store, or
at our UK network of textile recycling banks.
Visit www.traid.org.uk to find your nearest
textile bank and TRAID store.
Photographer Rita Platts
Models Symon Sekula, AMCK Models
and Reda Pakstye
Stylists Marta Krolewicz
and Magdelena Marciniak
Make Up & Hair Amy Conley

Handpicked for you

Project Update.
You have helped us to fund....
Clean Jeans
China is the world’s biggest exporter of textiles,
and since 2007, has seen a phenomenal growth
in its exports of denim jeans. However, factories
use sand blasting techniques to give denim a
worn look, which is now one of the biggest risks
to the health of Chinese textile workers causing
silicosis, a serious and potentially fatal respiratory disease. The health risks associated with
sandblasting are well documented with Europe
banning sandblasting in 1966, and in Turkey
since 2009. Despite this, many brands continue
to use sandblasting in their denim production in
countries like China.
China’s vast workforce includes millions of
migrant workers who have moved from rural to
urban areas in search of employment. They find
themselves trapped in exploitative and dangerous working conditions like sandblasting due
to the lack of enforcement of labour legislation,
and little or no knowledge of their rights.

TRAID is funding War on Want with £82,634 to
help migrant workers in the Guangdong province in South East China to defend their rights
through labour rights education, with a focus
on health and safety in the Chinese jeans industry. In partnership with local partners Worker
Empowerment (WE) and Students and Scholars
against Corporate Misbehaviour (SACOM), an
education pack will be produced and distributed
to 10,000 migrant workers, and used in support, training and outreach activities. The pack
will include simple case studies of labour rights
violations explaining basic rights and how to
seek redress. These materials will be distributed
away from factories to ensure that migrant
workers do not lose their jobs and will equip
grassroots organisations with user friendly and
rights focused materials which are virtually
non-existent in China.

The project will also examine health and safety
standards in three jeans factories employing
1,500 migrant workers, and this research will be
used as a basis for a national campaign pressuring factories to improve standards and legislation. This research and campaigning around the
impacts of sandblasting on textile workers will
be the first in China to focus on labour rights
and occupational health.
www.waronwant.org

In Dhaka, in response to high levels of urban
poverty, inequality and unemployment faced
by informal women workers, five community
women’s associations joined to form the Partnership of Women in Action (PaWA) to better represent and support their members, take collective
action and give the most disempowered women
in society a voice.
TRAID is funding the Bangladeshi human
rights organisation Nagorik Uddyog (The Citizens Initiative) with £19,464 to provide opportunities for PaWA members by enabling 500
extremely poor women living in Dhaka’s slums
to establish their own textile businesses. TRAID
funding will provide start-up costs for women
to generate their own income, and a revolving
fund in which all the women reinvest a percentage of the profits back into the business.

The project will form five textile businesses
through which 500 PaWA women members will
produce clothes and textiles earning a regular
income of around $3 per day. Their wages
will indirectly benefit over 3,000 wider family
members. Each of the five textile businesses will
be managed by one of PaWA’s member organisations, and 100 women members will be trained
in advanced sewing and embroidery techniques,
marketing, business and financial management.
The women will make saris, bed covers, cushions, salwar, kamezes and curtains, which will
be sold door to door and in the PaWA shop. The
businesses will also use some recycled cloths
and materials, repairing damaged clothes and
embellishing to add value.
“We really want to work as embroiderers, tailors
and designers – making beautiful saris, bedclothes and clothes. This work is enjoyable, we
can work together at home or at our organisation and we can then earn a decent wage. This
would be a dream for us. We could support our
families and be independent. We want to work
hard and make our businesses a success.”
PaWA Member

Pakistan is one of the world’s major cotton
producers, the fourth largest exporter of raw
cotton, and the second largest exporter of cotton
yarn. More than five million people work as
cotton growers and pickers in this highly labour
intensive sector.
Cotton is a vital source of income with the
majority of cotton farmers completely dependent
on their harvest to feed themselves and their
families. However, the lives of cotton growers and pickers are increasingly blighted by
extreme poverty, debt and ill health due to escalating farming costs including the increased use
of expensive toxic pesticides.

Sunitha’s
Story

Creating Textile Businesses
Bangladesh is one of the poorest countries in
the world, with 84% of its 147 million people living on less than $2 per day. Millions of impoverished women work in unregulated informal jobs
such as rag picking, farming, brick breaking,
domestic service, sex work and sewing. They
are vulnerable to violence, illness and exploitation; and are without political power
or influence.

Empowering Small
Cotton Farmers

Each business is located in a different slum
of Dhaka and all benefit from being part of the
PaWA enterprise with access to training and
shared equipment. The project will be evaluated
and circulated as a model for policy makers
and practitioners both in Bangladesh and
internationally.
www.nuhr.org

Sunitha Bollempalli, 27, is an organic cotton
farmer and Producer Organisation member,
who was trained through a similar Oxfam
project in South India.
“The project taught me about organic farming methods and I support other cotton
farmers switching to organic. Now people
are addressing me as ‘madam’, which makes
me very happy, and I am getting respect
for my work and the support I am giving
to others. This work has made me feel like
I am doing something of value.”
“I feel the difference and the change that has
come since converting to organic methods.
Not just in my home, but in the community,
especially because of the gender training.
The idea that men and women are equal,
that women have value is now present in our
community. I also feel that caste discrimination has decreased through this programme
as it has involved women from the Dalit
community.”
“I am now able to afford to put my children
in a much better school. I wanted to continue
studying, but I got married so young that
I had to stop, which left me with a really
strong desire for my children to get a good
education, and now they are. My job and
our profits from organic cotton are helping
to make this possible. My children have a
bright future ahead. This is the most important thing to me.”

TRAID has donated £76,422 to Oxfam to deliver
a project in the district of Multan in South
Punjab to improve the lives, incomes and health
of 6,750 cotton growers and pickers by building
their capacity to grow cotton without the use of
toxic chemicals. Oxfam’s local partner the Doab
Foundation will train Women’s Groups in 30
villages to help small farmers adopt sustainable
farming practices, and at the same time, build
support for the rights of cotton workers to
lobby for better access to markets and enterprise
development.

Through these women-led groups, cotton pickers will be helped to add value to their income
by learning linked skills such as cotton spinning and weaving. These paths to alternative
incomes will be strengthened with start-up
loans enabling women to launch their own
enterprises, a method that Oxfam has found
to be a reliable and sustainable way of helping
women increase their incomes and move up
the cotton value chain.
www.oxfam.org.uk

Project Update.
Preventing Child Labour
in Textile Factories
The textile industry in Vietnam is booming with
many small family owned workshops supplying
garments to larger factories for export. Despite
legislation, thousands of children between the
ages of 13 – 16, sometimes younger, work up to
17 hours per day sewing garments for around
£10 per month. These children have no access to
school or health care, and in unregulated factories, are vulnerable to violence, sexual abuse and
work place injuries.
TRAID is funding Save the Children to deliver a
ground breaking project to build the capacity of
local authorities to create a child friendly textile
industry, to change attitudes to child labour at
all levels, and to advocate for this work to be
replicated across Vietnam.
The project will take place in three districts
in Ho Chi Minh City in partnership with the
Department of Labour, Invalids and Social
Affairs (DOLISA) with the aim of drafting new
standards banning children under the age of 15
from working in textile factories. With a child

protection system currently being implemented
in Vietnam, local authorities are putting new
plans of action in place to support vulnerable
children; making this the ideal time to address
the needs of children working in the textile
industry.
Significantly, the project will carry out the first
child focussed assessment of textile workshops
in the city, counting each workshop, mapping
the conditions of child workers and building a
complete picture of the risks faced by children,
as well as the opportunities for change.
Local authorities will be trained to recognise,
monitor and promote ‘free from child labour’
workshops in the city, and those that meet these
standards will be awarded a ‘free from child
labour’ mark. At the same time, the project will
engage with large factories to persuade them
to place orders with workshops not using child
labour. It is anticipated that this will prove a
major incentive for workshops to change their
working practices.

Save the Children and DOLISA will work
directly with at least 500 child labourers to help
them go to school, grow up healthy, understand
their rights and have the power to voice them
in future. Children under the age of 15 will be
removed from work, and a trained social worker
will help them to go to school, or to return to
their home village. If the child is homeless, they
will be given access to shelters run by DOLISA
or civil society organisations.
This project is taking the first urgently needed
steps towards developing child friendly standards in small workshop environments in Vietnam, and it is the first time that any authority
has taken action to improve conditions in textile
workshops.

Helping Small Factories
become Fairtrade
There are many small-scale textile factories
(with a workforce of 50 – 150 workers) which
aim to produce Fairtrade textiles, but struggle
to achieve the standards necessary to become
Fairtrade compliant. At the other end of the supply chain, factories prioritise high street retailers stocking mainstreamed Fairtrade products,
rather than 100% Fairtrade businesses ordering
in smaller volumes.
TRAID is funding the Fairtrade Foundation
with £40,112 to build the capacity of small
producers in India and Bangladesh to comply
with, and maintain the Fairtrade Mark. At the
same time, the project will bring improved
factories together with Fairtrade businesses
enabling them to source quality products in
desired volumes and create mutually beneficial
partnerships.

The project will work with three small factories
employing 1,300 workers and will build their
capacity to enter the Fairtrade system. These
factories have all applied for, but failed to secure
Fairtrade certification which is now threatening
their trading relationships with Fairtrade businesses. They will be supported to meet Fairtrade
criteria by building their capacity to improve
working conditions through needs based training, worker involvement and technical assistance to improve productivity.
The ability to maintain the Fairtrade mark will
help small factories to increase their prices,
improve their reputations and attract Fairtrade
businesses which require lower volumes than
big factories are prepared to supply. 1,300
factory workers, plus thousands more family
and community members will benefit from the
Fairtrade premium which guarantees increased
income and investment in community projects.

Take a
Leaflet!
Next time you’re in store, take a leaflet and find
out more about the international development
projects TRAID is supporting – all made possible from the funds raised from your donations
and purchases. Using images, case studies and
updates, each leaflet details TRAID’s current
projects delivered by development partners like
EveryChild, Pesticide Action Network and War
on Want.

Photos: Below © Leigh McAlea / TRAID
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Being...
Katharine Hamnett
Photo: © Surgery PR

Hello Katharine
Hello
Your Clean Up or Die campaign resonates with
TRAID’s work to improve the garment sector.
What impact do you think it’s had so far?
The “Clean Up or Die campaign” has made
people think and question the way they consume and dispose.

Three reasons to wear second hand
Call second hand vintage instead. It’s environmental but sounds trendy.
The longer a garment is worn, the better it is
for the environment.
Cheaper than brand new.
Worst fashion mistake. Go on, you can tell us.
Inventing Stone Washing.
Find out more about Katharine’s campaign here
http://www.katharinehamnett.com/Campaigns/
Clean-Up-Or-Die/Introduction

A Day in the Warehouse
Photo: © Rita Platts

It may be a cliché, but as Retail Product Manager at TRAID, no two days are ever the same!
I manage a team of 14 staff, many of whom have
worked for TRAID for years. They are experts
in identifying clothing brands and labels, and
it’s this experience that mean TRAID’s shops
are stocked with the very best donations.
Part of the week is spent preparing deliveries.
Unlike most charity shops, which are largely
stocked with over the counter donations, the
majority of clothes on the shop floor at TRAID
have been hand sorted at our warehouse. This
means clothing is carefully chosent to suit the
location and size of each TRAID shop. Some
shops stock books (Wood Green, Holloway, Shepherd’s Bush and Kilburn). Others stock linen
(Wood Green and Kilburn). Others stock kids
clothes, household goods and bric-a-brac.
I also make sure all special sorting requests are
fulfilled. We’re often asked to sort for big events
or films, and recently, we sorted for upcoming
zombie fest World War Z, starring Brad Pitt.
Our team also sorts for TRAID’s education
programme collecting clothes and fabrics to use
for schools and projects. At the moment, we’re
collecting old colourful socks to make Sock
Snake draft excluders (see the opposite page for
a step by step guide to making your own!). More
recently, we sorted for TRAID’s fashion shoots

collecting special pieces and props and you can
see the results on Pages 8-9 and Page 22.
We also sort for our ethical fashion label TRAIDremade using textiles from the end of the belt
only (so anything that can’t be reused and
resold in our shops). This season, it’s all about
pastel knits, sweatshirts, t-shirts and denim.
Another side to my role is to source textile donations from retailers which donate unwanted
clothing, left over garments from sample sales
and dead stock. We check the condition and delabel the clothes if required by the retailer. These
donations are a brilliant addition to our stores
and help us raise more funds. We have some
highly valued partnerships with companies
like Timberland and in return, TRAID offer an
ethical and charitable solution by transforming
retail textile waste into goods for resale.
The more we sort, and the better we sort, the
more we can convert into cash for our projects.
To do this to the best of our abilities I make sure
our team is happy and have enough Fairtrade
tea and coffee to keep them going!

How to...
Make Your Own Sock Snake

Child Labour in the
Clothes Industry
It’s a terrible truth that the use of child labour
is embedded in every stage of the supply chain
bringing clothing to our high streets. Children
are used as agricultural labourers to produce
cotton seed and harvest cotton, they are used in
spinning mills to turn raw cotton into thread,
and to sew garments in factories. Many are
being employed in place of adults driving down
even further the earning capacity of already
impoverished communities.

According to TRAID partners EveryChild
and International Childcare Trust, plus many
other organisations including the National
Human Rights Commission in India and
Anti-Slavery International, the reality is that
young girls live and work in appalling conditions, have little contact with their families,
and are rarely if ever paid. Typically, the mills
will find a reason to fire the girls before the
end of their contracts.

TRAID funds a range of work improving lives
and livelihoods in the garment industry, with
three current projects focused on preventing
child labour. Two of these projects take place
in Tamil Nadu, the textile belt region of India.
With its high concentration of garment factories,
mills and cotton fields, it’s a mecca for fashion
buyers sourcing product for big brands at low
prices. It’s also where growing numbers of girl
children are being lured into bonded labour
under a scheme called ‘sumangali thittam’ or
marriage plans.

The work is hard and involves long hours of
standing (typically 12 hours) operating dangerous machines without protection or training.
Double shifts are standard. Living accommodation is overcrowded and unsanitary. Time taken
sick is added to the girl’s contracts. They are
allowed very little contact with their families
and are vulnerable to violence and sexual abuse.

The poorest villages, and especially low status
Dalit communities, are targeted by recruiting
agents looking to place girls in spinning mills
to spin yarn from raw cotton. This thread is
then used throughout the region in a multibillion dollar garment export industry sewing
together garments for our high streets. Impoverished families are persuaded to send their
children to work and live in the mills with the
promise of good food, decent accommodation
and a lump sum payment for the girl’s marriage
dowry at the end of a three year contract.
One former agent, Sankar, now working with
TRAID partner International Childcare Trust,
used to earn around 14,000 rupees or £180 per
month bringing girls to a mill in South Tamil
Nadu. “We said we had all these facilities. Like,
‘you’ll have sumptuous food and enough rest…
you can go for jogs in the morning.’” He knew
this was far from the truth. “It is a jail,” he says.
“They are only allowed out for two hours a week.
All the rest of the time they are only inside.”

In 2011, TRAID visited Tamil Nadu with EveryChild and its local partner READ to speak face
to face with girls who had worked in mills under
the ‘sumangali’ scheme. Deepa left school at the
age of 13 to work in the mill and her job was
to drag metal cans for the spinners to fill and
then to drag them back full of thread. She said,
“The work was very difficult. I couldn’t carry
them very quickly.” Surya, another former child
worker said, “It (the living accommodation) was
very cramped. 45 girls shared the room, with 15
– 30 girls sleeping at any one time... No one liked
to work there. No one I met was happy.”
As part of its work to uncover and document the
impact of working in spinning mills on children,
TRAID partner International Childcare Trust
and JAAR health screened 120 ‘sumangali’ girls.
They found that TB, food poisoning, dehydration
and anaemia is rife, and nearly all the girls suffered from restrictive lung disease caused
by inhaling cotton dust particles. Dr Vissnu
Kumar, one of three doctors at the camp said,
“These are all very preventable things. It’s the
duty of the manufacturers to take care of their
employees. But it is not done properly. When
I asked the girls why they didn’t wear masks,
some even said they were not allowed
to wear them.”

By Maria Chenoweth-Casey,
TRAID Chief Executive
Bonded labour under the ‘sumangali’ scheme
has grown rapidly over the last decade fuelled by
the insatiable demand from retailers in Europe
and the United States for cheap clothing, and the
extreme poverty of people in Tamil Nadu desperate for work. It’s led to the commodification of
poor children as a convenient, pliable and cheap
means to keep prices in the supply chain low.
With the funds raised from the reuse and resale
of the UK public’s unwanted clothing, TRAID
has funded EveryChild and International Childcare Trust to lobby government leaders, retailers and institutions to end the bonded labour
of children in the sector, to raise awareness in
rural villages where the majority of the children
are recruited, and to intensify the pressure on
regional and national government to intervene.
But ultimately, international retailers must
also take responsibility for the conditions in
which their orders are produced. James Paul at
International Childcare Trust says, “It is up to
each international clothing brand to find out
exactly where their clothes are coming from –
right down the supply chain – to ensure that no
persons, particularly children, are harmed or
exploited in the process. This is particularly
pertinent to the employment of girls in the spinning and textile mills of Tamil Nadu, India.”
While pressure from trade unions and non-governmental organisations has led some retailers
to condemn the practice of ‘sumangali’, to date,
there has been little concrete action to ensure
the clothes we buy are not made using child
bonded labour.
Pressure from trade unions and non-governmental organisations has seen some retailers, including Marks and Spencer and Tesco, recently
condemn the practice of ‘sumangali’. While this
acknowledgement is a step in the right direction,
as yet, there have been no practical actions taken
to release adolescent girls from bonded labour,
and ultimately to change those purchasing
practices which create the conditions in which
child bonded labour has been allowed to flourish
in Tamil Nadu.

Photo: © Leigh McAlea / TRAID. The picture shows Jeeva who started working in a spinning mill in Tamil Nadu when she was 13, before the intervention of TRAID partner EveryChild.

In February 2012, TRAID visited Everything
Must Go, a three day exhibition telling the
story of our unwanted clothes. Here, we saw the
remarkable short film Unravel following some
of the world’s least wanted clothes to Panipat,
a sleepy town in North India, where Indian
women recycle them into yarn and imagine
the West through the lens of their cast offs.
Unravels Director / Producer Meghna Gupter
tells us more.
I encountered Panipat, a dusty, industrial town
when I got a job as a translator for Dr. Lucy Norris, an anthropologist who studies textile recycling. I couldn’t have imagined what I saw. Great
stacks of woollens, all sorted by hand and eye
into mountains of different shades and colours
in massive warehouses stunned me. The textile
recycling part of the town felt like it operated
in a time warp. Dirt tracks and Indian sun met
Dickensian factories with elaborate, intricate
machines dating from the Victorian era. Women
used vegetable cutters with long, curving blades
to cut away buttons and zips and coarsely shred
the clothes before they were fed into these
machines, and eventually woven into blankets.

Unravel
In February 2012, TRAID visited Everything Must Go, a three day exhibition telling the story of
our unwanted clothes. Here, we saw the remarkable short film Unravel following some of the world’s
least wanted clothes to Panipat, a sleepy town in North India, where Indian women recycle them into
yarn and imagine the West through the lens of their cast offs. Unravels Director / Producer Meghna
Gupter tells us more.
Photo courtesy of Megnha Gupter

Lucy’s reaction to these mounds of clothes was
emotional. She and I both exclaimed at perfect
Fair Isle jumpers and almost new coats easily
visible in the piles. Discarded woollen clothes
have a hard time finding owners, as many of
the developing world’s second-hand clothing
markets demand garments for hot climates.
Watching an Indian woman, dressed in her
salwar kameez rip up a cable-knit sweater in the
sweltering heat seemed utterly bizarre. I think
it was at this point that it began to feel that this
kind of textile recycling was completely disconnected from its source.
Lucy began to ask questions to the workers as to
why they thought the clothes had come to them.
People came up with the same answer in every
single factory we went to. It was almost universally believed that the clothes were sent over
because there was a water shortage so terrible in
the West that Western folks bought new clothes
to change into instead of washing their existing clothes, chucking the dirty ones out. People
came up with the same answer in every single
factory we went to. This extraordinary finding
gave me a wonderful basis for the short film - as
it was clear that the thoughts workers had about
these clothes was not only important but very
poignant. Textile workers imagining the West
through their unwanted clothes gives us a very
unusual look in the mirror at ourselves.

One year on, I returned to Panipat with Susanne
Willett, a camerawoman. We got a very warm
response from the textile workers, many of
whom remembered me and wanted to know more
about Susanne. The women workers became the
centre of our focus quite naturally as they were
the ones who really looked at these waste clothes,
felt them, turned them over, as they stripped
away the buttons and zips. The men who worked
in these recycling factories mostly worked the
machinery and often looked at piles of fabric
mush, shredded up, rather than clothes in their
whole state. The women workers were more truly
at the point where East met West, and were able
to say more about it.
We were lucky to meet our central character - a
luminous, beautiful woman called Reshma, who
was also articulate and expressive. A textile
worker’s life in this industry doesn’t encourage
wider thought and curiosity. They are certainly
valued the least as they are paid the lowest.
Most of these women are uneducated and live
in a heavily male dominated society, and aren’t
often encouraged to ask questions. Some of the
older women didn’t think it made any sense to
wonder about the West as it was so far away and
out of reach. They did however have plenty to
say about the strangeness of the lingerie! Whilst
many of the women we met were incredibly generous and great fun to spend time with, Reshma
talked to us at greater and deeper length about
how she thought the West to be. It is clear
through her wonderings how far removed the
realities of the global south and north are. However, far from being a figure of pity, Reshma
takes pride in her work, has an effusive sense
of humour and commands a lot of respect. She
currently lives in Panipat with her husband,
who is a painter and decorator and her four
children - two daughters and two sons.
Once the clothes get processed into yarn
through the archaic machines, they get woven
on looms into blankets. These blankets vary in
quality from incredibly cheap to decent recycled
products. However, the vast majority of them
are the cheap variety as the biggest demand for
recycled blankets are from aid agencies (buying
blankets for refugees), removals companies (for
packing) and the domestic Indian market for the
poor or the working class.
It was very hard to decide what was what in this
industry. Whilst it was clear that working conditions were dusty and sometimes unsafe, and pay
was low, other positives were also apparent.

There was hardly any child labour, most shifts
were within reasonable hours and women were
allowed to bring their children to work, solving
the problem of childcare. However what was
visible were the number of high-value clothes in
great condition being made into a cheaper, often
lower-quality product. Perhaps this is the nature
of many recycling industries, be it paper, glass,
plastic etc. Many materials that are physically
broken down and transformed back end up
being a slightly lower grade, and this is preferable to them being landfilled without any doubt.
However, when it’s a piece of clothing in good
condition, somehow it looks more like it should
be worn and carry its function on before it gets
the slash. For just a little while longer at least.
More details about Unravel can be accessed at
http://soulrebelfilms.com/project
To find out more about shoddy recycling: contact
Dr. Lucy Norris, author of Recycling Indian
Clothing: Global Contexts of Reuse and Value.

This Brave New,
Resourceful World
“We must, “as Mahatma Gandhi said, “be the
change we want to see in the world.” Not just a
fine sentiment but also, as we are now realizing
at TRAID, a crucial step in the transition to
a sustainable economy.
This new economy will look very different from
today’s old, fossil fuelled, consumption driven
and unequal boom-and-bust version. The challenge for the public and private sector is how to
flourish in a world where resources are increasingly costly, and where material consumption
– a traditional indicator of growth – is stagnant
or falling.
Ironically much of the current environmental
sector is deeply embedded in this, dependent on
the profits from private sector businesses or tax
take for the public sector. When this unsustainable, old economy does well, they do well, and
vice versa.
An obvious example is the recycling and waste
sector. During the boom years of 2002-2010,
there was plenty of public money for new
schemes and recycling rates grew dramatically.
But at the same time there was a huge increase
in the amount we consumed and threw away.
The same economy that was funding recycling
campaigns and research was also producing
unprecedented levels of waste. Now the downturn has arrived and waste levels are actually

falling, but, there is little money for new recycling schemes and many existing schemes are
under threat as cheaper alternatives are sought.
So how to break this insidious link where
we can only fund solutions by making the problem worse? Well, at TRAID, we might just have
found the answer.
In contrast to a shrinking national economy and
unprecedented environmental spending cuts, we
are going from strength to strength, increasing
our impact at home and abroad. Why is this?
Because our business model, and the way in
which we fundraise, depends on the very green
behaviours that we promote.

Reuse, recycling, a love of quality over quantity,
frugality and a concern for the wider impact of
purchasing all fits not only with our values, but
our entire business. More people than ever are
donating their unwanted clothing to us, and
choosing to consume more responsibly by shopping at TRAID.
What makes us different is that we engage with
the whole lifecycle of one material with a disproportionately large environmental and social
impact - clothing. From TRAID funded projects
that reduce the negative impacts of the fashion
industry, to our charity shops that reinvent the

TRAID’s National Recycling Manager
Mike Webster tackles the big issues in
the textile sector.
way that the public perceives reuse and second
hand, and finally our textile banks that provide
an alternative to throwing unwanted textiles in
the bin.
At the same time, TRAID’s education team works
to promote all of this, teaching the public about
the impact of their purchasing decisions and
even the skills to repair and repurpose their
clothes. By delivering on our charitable objectives we help our organisation to grow, allowing
us to change more behaviour and grow again.
How could this be replicated more widely? Why
not have campaign and educational groups that
are funded not from donations or consultancy,
but by creating their own social enterprises that
deal in the very resources that they want to
change behaviour around? From energy conservation charities that are funded by selling green
energy packages, to glass and paper recyclers
who spend their profits on waste prevention and
recycling promotion?
Not only would this allow such eco-enterprises
to be totally independent, but they could also
flourish by encouraging the very green behaviour that they are committed to. This, in our
view, is the new resource economy, and this is
the future.

Cut from a Different Cloth
At TRAID, we recognise that the trust that the
public places in charities is perhaps our greatest
asset. We take this responsibility very seriously,
and understand that we have to be clear with the
public about what we do with our donations, how
we operate and what we fund.
And with textile recycling, this is particularly
important, following a raft of negative publicity
about for-profit companies working under the
guise of charity. There are a variety of players
within the textile recycling world, some commercial companies, some charities and some
commercial companies working in partnership
with charities. It is sometimes unclear who is
running what, and the proportion of profits goes
to charitable causes. So, how can you be sure
that TRAID is using your donation responsibly?
We are a registered charity (297489). This
means that our activities are monitored by the
Charity Commission and detailed information
about us, our objectives and our accounts can be
found on at www.charity-commission.gov.uk

We control all of our own operations.
We own our own banks, manage our collection
contract, run our sorting operations and own
our own shops. This means we have full
control over the way the organisation is run.
We are always keen to show bank hosts, retailers
and waste managers around our sorting facilities and shops. Just get in touch if you
are interested!
Wearing Poverty Out.
A book which documents the life changing
impacts of projects funded by TRAID, and
detailing our financial support for development
projects since we launched. What is more, as
a registered charity (297489), full details about
us, our objectives and our accounts are available
on the Charity Commission website. Visit
www.traid.org.uk to view online or email
info@traid.org.uk for a hard copy.
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Healthy Environment,
Healthy Communities
TRAID is funding a Traidcraft project in India
that is finding low cost ways for small scale
textile producers to make their processes more
eco-friendly. Traidcraft’s Manisha Jani describes
how the project is improving the health and livelihoods of textile artisans and their communities.
Despite providing vital income and employment
for poor communities, the textile industry is one
of the most ecologically harmful industries in
the world. It uses large amounts of water and
chemicals, and its waste is highly toxic. Many
small producers dispose of their waste water
into nearby drains or rivers – hugely harmful to
the environment and a grave risk to the health
of artisans and local communities.
Our project is taking place in the desert state of
Rajasthan which has a strong tradition of textile
weaving, dying and printing, but poverty levels
are high with incomes far below the national
average. Concern for the environment has also
become more urgent in recent years as the
quality of groundwater has deteriorated. People
fear they might have to buy the water they need,
so interest in measures to reduce pollution and
recycle water has increased.
Today I’m visiting Kaladera, near Jaipur, just
one of the villages where we have been working
with small textile producers to help them
understand the need to reduce pollution and
recycle water.
I met Krishan at 6am in the morning. He and
his two brothers run a small business doing
traditional block printing and dyeing. They
provide work for ten people in a unit across
the road from the family home.

Dyeing and washing fabric takes place early in
the day. Krishnan turns a large tap and starts
filling a row of washing units from the tube well,
which also provides the water that he and his
family use for drinking and cooking.
Krishan explains: “It is important to save the
water. It is important because the water is not
here in Rajasthan. The water in the earth is
going down. It is not good.”
When the washing units are full, the women
begin bringing the cloth to be washed and then
dried in the sun. Rajesh stands waist-deep in the
water and pushes the material below the surface
with a stick, then begins moving it around with
his feet, to wash out the excess dye.
After wringing a piece of cloth with his hands,
he raises it above his head and brings it down
quickly. The wet cloth swishes through the air,
hitting the edge of the unit with a noisy thump.
Water droplets spray everywhere. The cloth is
swept high above his head once more and the
process is repeated. When enough of the water
has been removed, the women take the cloth and
lay it on the ground to dry in the sunshine.
Meanwhile, Kaluram squats beside a container
of deep blue indigo and pushes fabric into it
until it is fully submerged. This and the other
dyes he uses, along with the coloured rinse
water from the washing units, will be released,
untreated, into open drainage.
Krishan holds up a container of waste water
alongside one filled with clean water. The difference is stark yet this waste water not only
waters the vegetables and fruit on the family
plot, but goes out through a small pipe into the
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open ground and village drain on the other side
of the wall. Krishan knows it is contaminating
the village’s groundwater sources and he hopes
to stop doing it very soon.
As part of the Traidcraft project, we are setting
up a water treatment unit in the village. Once
it is running, Krishan hopes it will encourage
more people and villages to do the same so they
can protect and recycle their precious water
supply. “I will show all the village because
everybody thinks the same, that they should be
saving water,” He says.
“Traidcraft works with me and I can save the
water. The main benefit is saving the water and
the environment. It is getting worse in this area.
The quality is down, down, down. When it is
filtered and recycled, we can use it and save
the water.”
As I leave, I walk through the village streets,
where colourful printed cloth is stretched out on
rooftops, walls and open ground to dry in the
sun. Krishan explains that he and his brothers
are part of a local block printing community,
all of whom will benefit from the water treatment unit.
Tomorrow, I will visit another village and see
another example of the many hundreds of textile producers that are benefiting from our work.
I am proud that we are helping this ancient
industry to thrive so it can continue to provide
income and employment to poor communities
and play an important role in my country for
years to come.
For information on Traidcraft’s work visit
www.traidcraft.org.uk

TRAIDremade
Spring into Summer

TRAIDremade clothes are remade by hand
using damaged textiles, vintage and fabric
remnants – all donated to TRAID. This summer
sees adorable peplums, Broderie Anglaise and
beautiful prints which we’ve carefully collected
and hoarded throughout the winter months.
Every piece is unique and made without harm to
people or planet.
Photography by Leah Band,
Model Elizabeth Ogden,
Stylist Melanie Wilkinson,
Make-up and Hair Jo Gillingwater

This page: Denim ‘Dallas Dress’ £40
Poppy Print ‘Gemma Dress’ £37.50
Broderie Anglaise ‘Samantha Shorts’ £27.50
Opposite page: Floral Peplum Dress £37.50

TRAID Trend Tracker
Stylist Simone Sylvester helps you pick out the best from TRAID’s stores.
TRAID Trend Tracker gives you the pick of this
Spring/Summer 2012’s hottest trends.......
Pretty in Pastels
What better way to introduce the new season
with the loveliest colours imaginable. For
Spring/Summer 12, the colour scheme ranges
from the cutest pink to the lightest blue. With
such a wide array of colour choices available
to shoppers this season, it’s easy to get carried
away; a good way to stay on the right side of the
rainbow is by adding the colours into your outfit
with a well cut pair of shorts, a cute summer
dress or a sheer blouse. By mixing the varying
colours in this trend, the look is lifted from Stepford Wives’ twinset to a modern day edge. Funk
it up with three different shades in one outfit or
keep it clean by simply adding a colourful scarf
to a monotone look. Perfect for staying sugar
sweet and stylish as hell!

Anywhere but the gym
In 2012, the word on everyone’s lips is Olympics.
So with London being one of the fashion capitals of the world and the host of this sporting
extravaganza, fashion is getting it’s fitness on
and taking a sport inspired direction. Before
you have visions of comfy track pants and hoodies, let me clarify; this trend is about infusing
feminine lines with performance fabric and is
actually a lot easier to pull off than one would
think. It’s all in the detail, so keep an eye out
for designs that incorporate mesh panels into
dresses, leggings and even pockets, as a subtle
nod to the trend. Splashes of colour and sleek
silhouettes make this an effortlessly sophisticated look. TRAIDremade is great for loosely
structured jersey tops in varying colour ways
that would work perfectly when teamed with
silky track pants and worn with chunky heels to
give a modern twist to an evening look.

Print Party
There comes a time in every fashionista’s life
when you just want to throw out the rule book
and wear whatever you want with whatever
you want. Well, that day has come ladies. Print
Party is about taking risks and wearing your
confidence with pride. Clashing is the new
coordinating and perfect as a fun summer trend.
Personally, I love prints and think print clash
can look really beautiful, generally though it
can be a scary prospect for most, so if you’re
unsure as how to pull it off, stick to garments
that have already added a clash into the design.
TRAIDremade’s mixed fabric shirts cleverly uses
two different patterns and colour ways to create a gorgeous, bang on trend shirt. Spots and
stripes also work well together or you could even
try something like mixing two different floral
prints for a kaleidoscope effect. So, next time
you’re browsing TRAID’s rails, remember, dare
to be different and work your prints!

AboutUs

For every unwanted garment
that TRAID collects for reuse
and resale in the UK, we can
make a positive change to
someone’s life somewhere
in the world.
What is TRAID?

Is TRAID a commercial clothes recycler?

Find a TRAID Shop

TRAID (Textile Recycling for Aid and
International Development) launched as a
charity in 1999 with a mission to PROTECT
THE ENVIRONMENT and FIGHT GLOBAL
POVERTY by reusing and recycling the UK
public’s unwanted clothes. TRAID reduces
waste by preventing unwanted clothes going
to landfill via our network of over 1600 TRAID
Clothes Recycling Banks. TRAID then resell
your donations in our 10 charity shops raising substantial funds to support international
development projects. This year, TRAID committed £400,000 to development projects fighting
poverty worldwide.

No! TRAID is a UK registered not for profit
charity (297489). 93% of the profits raised from
clothes donated at our banks support TRAID’s
charitable activities. The remainder is spent on
income generation and governance.

TRAID Brixton, 2 Acre Lane, London,
SW2 5SG, 020 7326 4330

What happens to the
donations made to TRAID?
TRAID experts hand sort and grade all
donations checking for quality and damage.
The best is resold in TRAID’s 11 charity shops
(regularly cited by the press as some of the best
charity shops in the land). The rest is sold on to
wholesale for reuse and recycling. All the cash
we make from reselling unwanted clothing supports our charitable objectives.

What’s TRAIDremade?
It’s TRAID’s ethical fashion label up-cycling
damaged textiles into gorgeous clothes
and shoes. Buy TRAIDremade online at
www.traidremade.com or at our TRAID
Brixton, Camden, Hammersmith and
Shepherd’s Bush stores.
What sort of Education work does TRAID do?
Loads! TRAID’s education team works directly
with thousands of young people in schools and
communities every year to unpick the issues
across clothes waste, reuse, climate change,
ethical fashion and global poverty. Contact
TRAID’s Head of Education Lyla Patel to
find out more about the range of workshops,
assemblies and education resources we offer.
lyla@traid.org.uk / 020 8733 2591

TRAID Camden, 154 Camden High Road,
London, NW1 0NE, 020 7485 5253
TRAID Clapham, 28 St John’s Road, London,
SW11 1PW, 020 7924 3065
TRAID Hammersmith, 119 King Street,
London, W6 9JG, 020 8748 5946
TRAID Harrow, 324d Station Road, London,
HA1 2DX, 020 8424 8198
TRAID Holloway, 375 Holloway Road,
London, N7 0RN, 020 7700 0087
TRAID Kilburn, 70 – 72 Kilburn High Road,
London NW6 4HS, 020 7328 1453
TRAID Shepherd’s Bush, 154 Uxbridge Road,
London, W12 8AA, 020 8811 2400
TRAID Westbourne Grove, 61 Westbourne
Grove, London, W2 4UA, 020 7221 2421
TRAID Wood Green, 51 – 53 High Street,
Wood Green, London, N22 6BH, 020 8888 0077
TRAID Dalston, 106 – 108 Kingsland
High Street, London, E8 2NS

Find a TRAID Bank
Over 1600 TRAID Clothes Recycling Banks are
located in many regions across the UK. Visit
www.traid.org.uk and use our bank locator
to find your nearest bank.

Please pass me on or recycle
when you finish reading me.

TRAID Head Office
Unit 3 Second Floor, 65 Leonard Street, London, EC2A 4QS, 020 8733 2580, info@traid.org.uk, Charity reg no 297489

